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Executive Summary 

1. It is important from a risk management perspective for there to be a 10 

-12m separation between National Grid assets and new hazardous 

facilities. The basis for the proposed 10m and 12m corridors was set 

out in Mr Roy Noble’s evidence for Transpower for the residential 

chapter.1  

2. The risks include electrical interactions between National Grid 

infrastructure and hazardous facilities. These interactions include those 

from normal operation such as induced currents and voltages and 

those during faults or failure such as Earth Potential Rise (EPR). The 

impact of these interactions on above and below ground pipelines and 

tanks can include, accelerated corrosion, transferred voltages, 

insulation/coating failure, and at worst failure.  

3. In addition to reducing risk and avoiding avoidable risk, these corridors 

are also required to ensure that interaction effects between National 

Grid assets and new above ground and below ground hazardous 

infrastructure are correctly identified, the implications reviewed, and 

suitable mitigations designed and implemented.   

Introduction 

4. My full name is Andrew Charles Renton. 

5. I am employed by Transpower New Zealand Limited (Transpower) as 

the Senior Principal Engineer. I have a New Zealand Certificate of 

Engineering and Bachelor of Engineering (Electrical). 

6. I have over 26 years’ experience in transmission engineering work. I 

currently work in the Grid Development Division of Transpower. My role 

involves investigating and providing holistic, pragmatic and strategic 

advice to developers and the infrastructure divisions of councils, on 

suitable and cost effective transmission solutions as well as new 

developments and technologies. My previous roles at Transpower have 

                                                
1 Para 15-23, Statement of Evidence in Chief of Roy Noble for Transpower New Zealand 
Limited dated 20 March 2015 
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included the Asset Development Engineering Manager responsible for 

all substation and transmission line engineering development work. 

Code of Conduct 

7. I confirm that I have read the ‘Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses’ 

contained in the Environment Court Consolidated Practice Note 2014. 

I agree to comply with this Code of Conduct. In particular, unless I state 

otherwise, this evidence is within my sphere of expertise and I have not 

omitted to consider material facts known to me that might alter or 

detract from the opinions I express. While I am employed by 

Transpower, I am providing this evidence in my capacity as an expert in 

electrical engineering and matters relating to the National Grid. 

Scope of Evidence 

8. My evidence responds to the statements of evidence of Ms Jennifer 

Polich and Mr David le Marquand, filed on behalf of the Oil Companies, 

to the extent that it is relevant to Transpower’s submission on Proposal 

12. 

9. For the purposes of my evidence I rely upon the evidence of Mr Roy 

Noble filed by Transpower in relation to earlier hearings where relevant 

to do so, particularly his evidence and affidavit for the residential topic 

which discussed the risks to the National Grid and the basis for the 

10m and 12m transmission corridors.2 

Risks to the National Grid associated with Above ground Hazardous 
Facilities 

10. Ms Polich notes in her evidence that for new facilities handling 

flammable or combustibles she believes that it would be normal 

engineering practice to consider the location of existing site constraints 

such as powerlines in the context of potential ignition sources, access 

                                                
2 These statements of evidence can be accessed at http://chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/past-
hearings/ and http://chchplan.ihp.govt.nz/hearings/ under the relevant Proposal heading. 
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or maintenance, and the design of the site to avoid proximity of 

hazardous facilities.3  

11. While I agree this should be the case, it is still important from a risk 

management perspective for there to be a consenting requirement to 

ensure this occurs, and to ensure that there is a 10 -12m separation 

between National Grid assets and new hazardous facilities. The most 

obvious, and serious risk to manage (apart from direct contact) is 

failure from induced currents and voltages issues causing an ignition 

source, and therefore potential explosion of hazardous facilities. I 

discuss other potential risks later in my evidence. 

12. Importantly, Ms Polich has accepted an adopted separation distance of 

10-12m from power lines is not likely to pose any major constraints to 

larger developments.4 However, she says she is not clear what the 

basis for the proposed 10-12m separation distance is.  

13. The basis for the proposed 10m and 12m corridors was set out in Mr 

Roy Noble’s evidence for Transpower for the residential chapter.5 In 

summary, the location of the conductors for various asset types was 

used as the basis for calculating the corridor widths required by the 

National Policy Statement on Electricity Transmission 2008 for 110kV 

assets.6 A 10m corridor for Transpower’s 66kV assets, and a 12m 

corridor for Transpower’s 110kV and 220kV assets, is necessary to 

manage the risks to the National Grid associated with above ground 

hazardous facilities. These corridors are also required to ensure that 

interaction effects between National Grid assets and new above ground 

and below ground hazardous infrastructure are correctly identified and 

mitigated.  

                                                
3 Para 5.19, Statement of Evidence of Jennifer Polich for  Z Energy Ltd, Mobil Oil NZ 

Ltd, BP Oil NZ Ltd (The Oil Companies) (Submission #2185 ) dated 30 September 2015 

4 Para 5.19, Statement of Evidence of Jennifer Polich for  Z Energy Ltd, Mobil Oil NZ 

Ltd, BP Oil NZ Ltd (The Oil Companies) (Submission #2185 ) dated 30 September 2015 

5 Para 15-23, Statement of Evidence in Chief of Roy Noble for Transpower New Zealand 
Limited dated 20 March 2015 
6 Para 7, Affidavit of Roy Clement Noble sworn 22 April 2015 
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14. Mr le Marquand says he understands concerns where there may be 

above ground tanks directly under a line that are exposed to potential 

line fall event, even where they meet NZECP 34.7 Other risks include 

electrical interactions between National Grid infrastructure and 

hazardous material infrastructure. These interactions include those 

from normal operation such as induced currents and voltages and 

those during faults or failure such as Earth Potential Rise (EPR). The 

impact of these interactions on above and below ground pipelines and 

tanks can include, accelerated corrosion, transferred voltages, 

insulation/coating failure, and at worst failure.8  

15. These effects have long been recognised and there are established 

means of mitigating them such as non-metallic pipes and tanks, 

increased insulation, use of grading conductors, improved earthing and 

bonding, and the physical location and orientation of these assets in 

relation to the National Grid lines or cables. Examples of these would 

be the use of plastic pipelines instead of metal, or orientating the 

pipeline or tank perpendicular rather than parallel with the National Grid 

lines or cables. 

16. In relation to Mr le Marquand’s comments regarding the width of the 

corridor being insignificant to contain explosive debris, I would agree. 

However, the objective of the corridor is to reduce risk (or avoid 

avoidable risk) and to act as a trigger for new hazardous facilities to 

ensure that the potential for such an explosion or other adverse effects 

                                                
7 Para 10.6, Statement of Evidence of David le Marquand for  Z Energy Ltd, Mobil Oil 
NZ Ltd, BP Oil NZ Ltd (The Oil Companies) (Submission #2185) dated 30 September 
2015 
 
8 As discussed in the following papers: Ouadah, M’hamed, and Mourad Zergoug, 

“Analysis and Mitigation of the Interference Between High Voltage Power Line and 

Buried Pipelines” Conference Internationale des Energies Renouvelables, 2013; 

Daconti, Jose, “Electrical Risks in Transmission Line – Pipeline Shared Rights-of-way” 

Power Technology (Newsletter Issue 96), October 2004; Shwehdi, M. H., and U.M. 

Johar, “Transmission Line EMF Interference with Buried Pipeline: Essential & Cautions” 

Proceedings of the International Conference on Non-Ionizing Radiation at UNITEN, 20-

22 October 2003. 
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are firstly identified, the implications reviewed, and suitable mitigations 

designed and implemented.   

17. Ms Polich is not clear whether the separation distances are applicable 

only to flammable substances, or to all hazardous substances.9 This 

was addressed in Ms McLeod’s evidence in-chief where she confirmed 

the proposed rule relates to new hazardous facilities where there is 

associated storage and handling of hazardous substances that have 

explosive or flammable intrinsic properties.10  

Risks to the National Grid associated with Underground Hazardous 
Facilities 

18. Ms Polich states in her evidence that with respect to underground 

facilities (e.g. petrol tanks at service stations) she is not aware of any 

specific risk issues concerning power lines during normal operations.11 

Mr le Marquand also does not see any particular issue if tanks are 

underground.12  

19. Under normal operation and if suitably identified, designed, and 

implemented there is limited risk of failure from induced current and 

voltage issues causing an ignition source, and therefore potential 

explosion of hazardous facilities. However, the limited risk does rely on 

these steps to be undertaken. For example, locating the underground 

tank breathers or LPG pressure relief vents in close proximity to the 

lines is not desirable from a possible explosion risk view if they could 

be located elsewhere. Likewise locating underground tanks directly 

                                                
9 Para 5.19, Statement of Evidence of Jennifer Polich for  Z Energy Ltd, Mobil Oil NZ 

Ltd, BP Oil NZ Ltd (The Oil Companies) (Submission #2185 ) dated 30 September 2015 

10 Para 33, Statement of Evidence of Ainsley McLeod dated 30 September 2015 

11 Para 5.18, Statement of Evidence of Jennifer Polich for  Z Energy Ltd, Mobil Oil NZ 

Ltd, BP Oil NZ Ltd (The Oil Companies) (Submission #2185 ) dated 30 September 2015 

12 Para 10.6, Statement of Evidence of David le Marquand for  Z Energy Ltd, Mobil Oil 

NZ Ltd, BP Oil NZ Ltd (The Oil Companies) (Submission #2185) dated 30 September 

2015 
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under the lines without ensuring the correct earthing, coating and 

material selection significantly increases the risks associated with the 

tanks. 

20. As noted by Mr Noble in his evidence for the residential topic, certain 

activities that involve a large amount of hazardous facilities are a 

concern for Transpower.13 The example he cited was the 

establishment, or extension, of a service station development under a 

line or adjacent to a substation. The establishment of a service station, 

with associated underground tanks causes concerns from a risk 

perspective because of the potential for electrical interactions such as 

transferred voltages, EPR, and earthing. These all need to be 

appropriately considered, investigated, designed and implemented to 

ensure that the chances of failure or explosive damage are minimised 

as far as possible. The risk does not have to be damage to the 

transmission line directly but also extends to include the possibility of 

damage or failure of the hazardous infrastructure as a result of 

interaction with the National Grid.  This risk needs to be acknowledged 

and a process put in place to ensure that the risk is minimised and 

addressed. Further, as highlighted by Mr Noble practical issues arise 

about how construction and installation will occur in proximity to the 

lines. 

                                                
13 Para 85, Statement of Evidence in Chief of Roy Noble for Transpower New Zealand 

Limited dated 20 March 2015 
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21. This is acknowledged by Mr le Marquand who states in his evidence 

that: “I can understand the intention to prevent further underbuilding 

and that for the building and location of new hazardous facilities it is 

better to avoid being in close proximity on the basis of the risk principle 

of avoid avoidable risk, which is always likely to be easier to achieve 

when developing a new facility.”14  

22. Ms Polich acknowledges there may be a potential risk issue during 

refurbishment or tank removal activities. However, she notes these 

would need to be managed as part of construction specific risk 

assessment activities regardless of separation distances.15 Mr le 

Marquand also refers to underground tanks at service stations (and 

other facilities) needing to be replaced from time to time as part and 

parcel of maintenance and repair of an existing facility. He considers if 

this were prevented or a significant hurdle was presented, it could 

cause other risks in terms of potential business closure and temptation 

to over extend an assets life, with consequent other risks to the 

environment.16  

23. Transpower acknowledges a different framework should apply to 

existing hazardous facilities, and accepts that restricted discretionary 

activity status coupled with appropriate assessment criteria would be 

sufficient to take into account proximity of any existing transmission 

lines provided all electrical and physical risk factors are considered 

when any existing infrastructure is maintained, refurbished, extended or 

replaced. 

                                                
14 Para 10.6, Statement of Evidence of David le Marquand for  Z Energy Ltd, Mobil Oil 

NZ Ltd, BP Oil NZ Ltd (The Oil Companies) (Submission #2185) dated 30 September 

2015 

15 Para 5.18, Statement of Evidence of Jennifer Polich for  Z Energy Ltd, Mobil Oil NZ 

Ltd, BP Oil NZ Ltd (The Oil Companies) (Submission #2185 ) dated 30 September 2015 

16 Para 10.7, Statement of Evidence of David le Marquand for  Z Energy Ltd, Mobil Oil 

NZ Ltd, BP Oil NZ Ltd (The Oil Companies) (Submission #2185) dated 30 September 

2015 
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Relevance of Australian Standard for Pipeline Management 

24. Ms Polich states in her evidence that in her experience it is not 

uncommon for powerlines and pipelines to run in the same corridor.17 

She refers to the Australian Standard for pipeline management (AS 

2885.1-2012 Pipelines - Gas and liquid petroleum - Design and 

construction) and states this standard specifically acknowledges this 

possibility and the main concern in AS2885 is managing the impact of 

the power lines on the pipeline equipment due to induced currents 

causing pipeline mechanical integrity issues.18  

25. This standard is satisfactory for use where the risk being managed 

relates to the impact of powerlines on underground pipelines. While the 

impact of new powerlines on existing pipelines should be considered at 

the time new powerlines are established, I note this is not what is being 

considered in this proposal. Similarly, unless corridor provisions are 

enabled there is no certainty that new pipelines or storage tanks will 

take into account the possible effects they may have on existing 

National Grid assets, or the effects the National Grid could have on 

them, due to there being no trigger. 

26. Ms Polich also refers to the fact there are no set separation distances 

between pipelines and powerlines that she is aware of in Australia. 

Separation distances are not normally prescribed due to there being a 

number of factors that may influence the effects between an 

underground tank or pipeline and overhead or underground 

transmission line. For example, distance, voltage, fault current, ground 

resistance, earthing, bonding, pipeline material, pipeline/transmission 

line orientation.   Transpower is not proposing set separation distances 

within which activities cannot occur – what is proposed is a mechanism 

by which risk can be properly assessed and addressed at the time a 

proposal is advanced. 

                                                
17 Para 5.17, Statement of Evidence of Jennifer Polich for  Z Energy Ltd, Mobil Oil NZ 

Ltd, BP Oil NZ Ltd (The Oil Companies) (Submission #2185 ) dated 30 September 2015 

18 Para 5.17, Statement of Evidence of Jennifer Polich for  Z Energy Ltd, Mobil Oil NZ 
Ltd, BP Oil NZ Ltd (The Oil Companies) (Submission #2185 ) dated 30 September 2015 
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Conclusions 

27. In summary, the use of the corridor provisions are not to necessarily 

restrict all development under the lines but to ensure appropriate 

development that is compatible with the National Grid. It is also 

required to ensure that due care and consideration of the interactions 

between existing/new hazardous infrastructure and existing National 

Grid infrastructure is ensured. By ensuring this happens issues can be 

identified, mitigations developed and risks to both parties infrastructure 

and the public minimised. 

 

 

 

                                                                

Andrew Renton 
 
6 October 2015 
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